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What types of holiday can we go on?
Holidays

Can you ...?
*go swimming / make a fire / see dolphins / ...*

Do you stay in ...?
*a hotel / a tent / your house / ...*

Do you need ...?
*sun cream / warm clothes / a helmet / ...*

Is it ...?
*cold / hot / fun / scary / ...*
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Can you make two groups?

went  drank  packed  stayed  watched
had    made  rowed  saw      called  wrote  ate
took   slept  played  found  did   rode  visited  bought
What can help us remember a holiday?

Find a s__ __ __ __ __ __ and find out what it’s called in English!
Draw a bingo grid!

Choose nine words to write in your grid.
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- went
- drank
- rowed
- made
- played
- slept
- found
- stayed
- watched
- took
- called
- wrote
- ate
- bought
- rode
- visited
- packed
- did
- saw
What souvenir did you find?

It’s a …

I bought / found it in …

I like / chose it because …
Write about the holiday!

I went to ...

I saw ...

I ate ...

I ...
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Talk about the holiday!

Say your sentences and listen to your classmates.

If you hear a sentence the same as one of yours, say *Me, too!* or *I … too!*

If you have a sentence the same as someone, write their name next to your sentence.

You can write someone’s name only once!
Homework

Think about our ideas for our ‘class holiday’ last year and choose some of them.

At the end of the holiday, you sent a postcard to a friend.

Write the postcard! Say what you did on each day of the holiday.
Teaching English lessons

Holidays

Thanks for coming!